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Evidence that Armadillo Transduces Wingless
by Mediating Nuclear Export
or Cytosolic Activation of Pangolin
mediate the transport of other proteins into and out of
the nucleus, have a similar structure (Conti et al., 1998).
In the absence of Wnt signaling, -catenin associates
primarily with the cell membrane where it contributes
to a complex including Cadherins and -catenin local-
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New York, New York 10032 ized in adherens junctions. In response to Wnt signaling,
-catenin accumulates in the cytoplasm and nucleus
and mediates the transcriptional activation of Wnt target
genes (Behrens et al., 1996; Molenaar et al., 1996). TheSummary
N-terminal domain of -catenin plays a negative regula-
tory role in this process, targeting the protein for degra-Secreted proteins of the Wnt family have profound
dation in the absence of Wnt signaling (Aberle et al.,organizing roles during animal development and are
1997; Pai et al., 1997). In contrast, the C-terminal domaintransduced via the activities of the Frizzled (Fz) class of
plays a positive and essential role, enabling the pro-transmembrane receptors and the TCF/LEF/Pangolin
tein to activate target gene expression (Peifer andclass of transcription factors. -catenins, including
Wieschaus, 1990).Drosophila Armadillo (Arm), link activation of Fz at the
-catenin binds several other proteins, notably TCF,cell surface to transcriptional regulation by TCF in the
through direct interactions with specific subsets of Armnucleus. The consensus view is that Wnt signaling
repeats (reviewed in Polakis, 1999; Daniels et al., 2001).induces -catenin to enter the nucleus and combine
Mutations in the Drosophila TCF protein, Pangolin (Pan),with TCF to form a transcription factor complex in
that block Pan binding to Arm compromise Wg signalingwhich TCF binds DNA and the C-terminal domain of
in vivo (Brunner et al., 1997). These findings, as well-catenin activates transcription. Here, we present
as the observation that -catenin accumulates in thefindings, which challenge this view and suggest in-
nucleus in response to Wnt signaling, have led to thestead that -catenin may transduce Wnt signals by
proposal that Wnts normally induce the accumulationexporting TCF from the nucleus or activating it in the
of a -catenin/TCF complex within the nucleus (Hubercytoplasm.
et al., 1996; Schneider et al., 1996). The C-terminal do-
main of -catenin has also been shown to have tran-Introduction
scriptional activating capacity (van de Wetering et al.,
1997). Hence, it has been proposed further that theWingless (Wg)/Int1 (Wnt) proteins are secreted glyco-
-catenin/TCF complex functions as a composite tran-proteins which control many aspects of animal develop-
ment (Wodarz and Nusse, 1998). In some contexts, Wnts scription factor, with TCF providing site-specific DNA
serve as local inducers, which allow signaling cells to binding and the C terminus of -catenin serving to acti-
organize the behavior of their immediate neighbors (Di- vate the transcription of target genes bound by the com-
Nardo et al., 1988; Martizez Arias et al., 1988). In other plex (van de Wetering et al., 1997).
contexts, Wnts act as long-range morphogens capable The -catenin/TCF transcription factor model is now
of spreading over many cell diameters and organizing generally accepted as the most likely explanation for
the growth and pattern of tissues (Struhl and Basler, the role for-catenin in Wnt signal transduction (Polakis,
1993; Zecca et al., 1996; Neumann and Cohen, 1997). In 2000). However, it has been challenged by experiments,
both contexts, Wnts control the behavior of responding which show that membrane-targeted forms of -catenin
cells by inducing changes in gene transcription. can constitutively activate the Wnt signal transduction
Many of the components linking reception of Wnt sig- pathway (Zecca et al., 1996; Merriam et al., 1997; Nelson
nals at the cell surface to the transcriptional regulation and Gumbiner, 1998; Klymkowsky et al., 1999). These
of target genes within the nucleus have been defined contrary findings have been accommodated with the
(reviewed in Polakis, 2000; Pandur and Kuhl, 2001). transcription factor model by positing that membrane-
These include the Frizzled (Fz) family of receptors, the targeted forms of -catenin activate the Wnt transduc-
Arrow (Arr)/LRP family of coreceptors, the cytosolic pro- tion pathway indirectly, by inducing translocation of en-
teins Disheveled (Dsh), -catenin, GSK-3, Axin, Slimb/ dogenous -catenin from the membrane to the nucleus
-TrCP, and APC, and members of the TCF/LEF/Pango- (Miller and Moon, 1997; Hsu et al., 1998; Cox et al.,
lin (Pan) family of DNA binding transcription factors. 1999a; Tolwinski and Wieschaus, 2001).
The Fz, Arr, Dsh, -catenin, and TCF components are Here, we extend the challenge by presenting evidence
essential for Wnt signal transduction, while GSK-3, Axin, (1) that the ability of membrane-tethered Arm to trans-
Slimb, and APC serve as brakes on the pathway by duce Wg does not depend on the presence of wild-type,
suppressing inappropriate -catenin activity in the ab- endogenous Arm, and (2) that the C-terminal domain of
sence of Wnt signaling. Arm is required to export the remainder of the protein
-catenins, including Drosophila Armadillo (Arm), are from the nucleus or to sequester it in the cytoplasm,
composed of a tandem array of twelve “Arm” repeats rather than to serve as a transcriptional activator within
flanked by distinct N-terminal and C-terminal domains the nucleus. These findings undermine the consensus
(reviewed in Polakis, 1999). Importin/Exportins, which -catenin/TCF transcription factor model and raise the
possibility that Arm activates Wg target gene expression
by exporting a repressor form of Pan from the nucleus1Correspondence: struhl@cuccfa.ccc.columbia.edu
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Figure 1. Arm and Pan Chimeric Proteins
Arm and Pan mutant and chimeric proteins
are shown, aligned relative to wild-type Arm
(Arm) and Pan (Pan). Each protein (except
for Arm043 and ArmXP33) was tested for the abil-
ity to ectopically activate the Wg transduction
pathway when overexpressed under UAS/
Gal4 control in embryos and the developing
wing (right column: differences in the relative
level of ectopic activation, as revealed by the
strength of the embryonic and wing pheno-
types, are indicated by pluses; n.d.  not
done), or in the case of the Arm-Gal4 chime-
ras, when expressed in embryos under the
control of the hsp70 promoter (the ability of
Arm-Gal4 chimeras to rescue arm mutant em-
bryos, and to activate expression of the UAS-
lacZ reporter gene are also indicated). For
the Arm chimeras, N, C  N- and C-terminal
domains of Arm; flu  Flu-tag; MYR, NLS 
myristoylation and nuclear localization sig-
nals; X  mutant forms of these signals;
SEV  extracellular and transmembrane do-
mains of Sev; Pen  C-terminal domain of
Pen; “XX” indicates corresponding mutations
of the Arm and Pen C-terminal domains (see
Figure 5); Gal4DNA binding domain of Gal4
(amino acids 1–99); VP16, EnRepVP16 acti-
vator and En repressor domains. ArmXM19 is a
C-terminally truncated form of Arm encoded
by the armXM19mutation; it lacks part of the
thirteenth Arm repeat as well as the C-ter-
minal domain. Arm043 and ArmXP33 are virtually
identical, truncated forms of Arm ending just
after the tenth Arm repeat. Arm is an engi-
neered form of Arm, which is 11 amino acids
longer than ArmXM19 and lacks only the C-ter-
minal domain. Pan proteins bind Arm via a
discrete N-terminal interaction domain; this
domain is diagrammed as distinct from the
remainder of the protein. GFP  GFP tag.
or by catalyzing the production of an activator form in nucleus and constitutively activate the Wnt transduction
pathway. To test whether there is a causal relationshipthe cytoplasm.
between the accumulation of -catenin in the nucleus
and the activation of the Wnt pathway, we examined theResults
consequences of expressing Flu-tagged, N-terminally
truncated forms of Arm (Flu-Arm) designed to be tar-Constitutive Activity of N-Terminally Truncated
Arm Is Enhanced by Membrane Targeting geted toward or away from the nucleus by the addition
of different combinations of active and inactive myris-and Suppressed by Nuclear Targeting
Truncated forms of -catenin, which lack the N-terminal toylation (M or M) and nuclear localization (N or N)
signals (as in Struhl and Adachi, 1998; Figure 1).domain, accumulate to high levels in the cytoplasm and
Wingless Transduction by Armadillo
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Figure 2. Distribution and Activity of Membrane, Nuclear, Dual, or Untargeted Arm Proteins
(A–D) Subcellular distribution of Flu-tagged Arm (Green) expressed under C765-Gal4 control in imaginal wing disc cells counterstained for
Lamin expression (Red). Membrane- (MN) and nuclear- (MN) targeted forms localize predominantly outside or inside nuclei; dual targeted
(M N) and untargeted (MN) forms accumulate both inside and outside of nuclei.
(E–H) Vestigial (Vg) expression (Red) is ectopically upregulated in clones of cells expressing membrane, dual, and untargeted Flu-Arm (Green,
under C765-Gal4 control; arrow heads), but not in clones expressing nuclear-targeted Flu-Arm.
(I–L) Expression of membrane, dual, and untargeted Flu-Arm, but not nuclear-targeted Flu-Arm, under prd-Gal4 control maintains En
expression in abnormally thick stripes in alternating segments (asterisks).
(M–P) Clones expressing membrane, dual, and untargeted Flu-Arm under MS1096-Gal4 control (marked by the yellow mutation) autonomously
differentiate ectopic bristles; nuclear-targeted Flu-Arm expressing clones do not (the wing in P contains a high frequency of MN Flu-Arm
expressing clones, as indicated by the prevalence of yellow bristles along the wing margin).
(Q–T) The formation of ventral hairs is completely surpressed in embryos expressing membrane-targeted Flu-Arm under arm-Gal4 control,
partially suppressed in dual targeted and untargeted Flu-Arm expressing embryos, but normal in nuclear-targeted Flu-Arm expressing
embryos (the ventral cuticle of the second and third abdominal segments is shown in each image; ventral hairs appear as small white
projections).
As expected, membrane-targeted (MN) Flu-Arm inside and outside of nuclei (Figures 2B and 2C; Flu-
tagged and untagged forms of Arm which lack bothlocalizes predominantly outside of nuclei, in apparent
association with membranes, whereas nuclear-targeted signals (Figure 1) show a similar distribution; data not
shown).(MN) Flu-Arm localizes predominantly within nuclei
(Figures 2A and 2D). By contrast, untargeted (MN) or In embryos, Wg signaling normally maintains En-
grailed (En) expression in a thin stripe of cells transvers-dual targeted (MN) forms of Flu-Arm are distributed
more uniformly, accumulating to detectable levels both ing each segment, and also represses the formation of
Cell
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Figure 3. Rescue of armXM19 Mutant Embryos and Wing Imaginal Disc Cells by Membrane-Targeted or -Tethered Forms of Arm
(A and B) In wild-type embryos, Wg signaling maintains En expression and directs the formation of naked, rather than hairy, cuticle in a single
stripe of ventral ectodermal cells in each segment.
(C and D) Ventral ectodermal cells do not maintain En expression, or form naked cuticle, in armXM19 GLC embryos, in which the only Arm
protein present is ArmXM19 (residual En expression remains visible in the central nervous system of each metamere).
(E–H) Expression of membraned-targeted (MN) Flu-Arm or tethered (Sev-MN) Flu-Arm in alternating segmental primordia under prd-Gal4
control restores both outputs in armXM19 GLC embryos (the absence of En expression and naked cuticle in the reciprocal, alternating primordia
serves as a negative control).
(I and J) Clones of armXM19 mutant cells (marked by the absence of GFP (Green) expression) in otherwise wild-type wing discs survive poorly
in the prospective wing blade and show little or no Vg expression (Red), even though the control arm twin spots of such clones are readily
detected (patches of strong GFP expression in I).
(K–N) Clones of armXM19 mutant cells in wing discs that express membrane-tethered Flu-Arm uniformly under C765-Gal4 control survive well
relative to their control twin clones, and express Vg (M and N show higher magnification views of the clone shown in the middle of the disc
shown in K and L, with the clone border outlined in white in L).
hairs by ventral epidermal cells, resulting in the band of Wg Transduction by Full-Length Arm Is Enhanced
by Membrane Targetingnaked cuticle in each larval segment (DiNardo et al.,
1988; Martizez Arias et al., 1988). In the imaginal wing We also examined the consequences of expressing
MN, MN, MN, and MN forms of full-length Flu-disc, Wg secreted by a thin stripe of cells along the
dorso-ventral compartment boundary normally upregu- tagged Arm (Flu-Arm), as well unconjugated and un-
tagged forms of Arm (Figure 1). All six forms of Arm arelates Vestigial (Vg) expression throughout the presump-
tive wing blade and specifies the formation of mechano- localized similarly to their Arm counterparts (data not
shown). However, only the two forms that have activesensory bristles along the wing margin (Zecca et al.,
1996). Expression of membrane (MN), dual (MN), myristoylation signals (MN Flu-Arm and MN Flu-
Arm) appear to ectopically activate the Wg transductionand untargeted (MN) forms of Flu-Arm, which accu-
mulate at least partially if not predominately outside of pathway during wing development, as indicated by the
formation of ectopic margin bristles in the adult (datathe nucleus, caused constitutive activation of all four
not shown). In both cases, ectopic wing margin bristlesof these responses (Figure 2). Of these three forms,
were only formed in the vicinity of the wing margin, closemembrane-targeted Flu-Arm showed the strongest ef-
to the source of Wg, rather than throughout the wingfects (indicated by the extent of ventral hair suppression
blade as observed for the Arm forms of these proteins.and the density of ectopic margin bristles) followed by
Thus, targeting full-length Flu-Arm to the membrane bydual targeted Flu-Arm and then untargeted Flu-Arm
the addition of an active myristoylation signal does not(Figure 2; unconjugated Flu-Arm and Arm behave
constitutively activate the Wg transduction pathway, butsimilarly to MN Flu-Arm; data not shown). In con-
instead renders cells hypersensitive to Wg.trast, expression of nuclear-targeted (MN) Flu-Arm
did not activate any of the four responses.
Thus, in apparent contradiction to the view that Arm Wg Transduction by Membrane-Targeted or
acts within the nucleus to transduce Wg, we find that -Tethered Forms of Arm Does Not Depend
the ability of Arm to constitutively activate Wg target on Wild-Type, Endogenous Arm
gene expression is enhanced by targeting outside the To determine whether the activity of membrane-tar-
geted forms of Arm depends on the presence of endoge-nucleus, but suppressed by targeting into the nucleus.
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nous, wild-type Arm, we asked whether membrane-tar- tect any such cryptic activity, either in response to Wg,
geted Arm can transduce Wg in armXM19 mutant cells. or to the loss of GSK-3 activity (which mimics maximal
The ArmXM19 protein lacks the C-terminal domain, which induction of the Wg transduction pathway; Peifer et al.,
includes the proposed transcriptional activation domain 1994).
and is normally essential for Wg target gene expression. To assess this further, we examined the conse-
Hence, membrane-targeted Arm should not be able to quences of overexpressing ArmXM19 versions of untar-
restore Wg signal transduction in armXM19 mutant cells geted (MN) Flu-Arm and Flu-Arm proteins (Figure 1),
if this domain needs to function within the nucleus to the latter of which is both stabilized and released from
activate Wg target genes. its association with the membrane irrespective of Wg
armXM19 embryos derived from armXM19 female germ signaling (data not shown). Overexpression of each pro-
cells (“armXM19 GLC embryos”) fail to maintain En expres- tein failed to induce outputs corresponding to ectopic
sion or to suppress the formation of ventral hairs (Fig- Wg signaling in otherwise wild-type embryos or wings
ures 3A–3D), indicating that they cannot transduce Wg. (data not shown). Indeed, overexpression of both forms
We therefore asked whether membrane-targeted Arm caused wing notching, an indication that Wg target gene
(MN Flu-Arm) could restore both outputs in these em- expression is compromised rather than enhanced (see
bryos. We find that this is indeed the case: expression also White et al., 1998). More critically, we failed to
of MN Flu-Arm in alternating segmental stripes results observe any rescue of Wg target gene expression fol-
in corresponding stripes of persistent En expression lowing overexpression of either of these forms in armXM19
(Figure 3E) and naked cuticle (Figure 3F). GLC embryos or armXM19 wing cells (data not shown;
Similar results were obtained in the wing imaginal see also Figure 5B). These results corroborate previous
disc. Clones of armXM19 mutant cells are unable to trans- findings that ArmXM19 is devoid of intrinsic Wg transduc-
duce Wg. They proliferate and survive poorly in the wing ing activity.
blade, at least in part because the mutant cells cannot There are two exceptional reports that ArmXM19 retains
upregulate Vg (Kim et al., 1996; Zecca et al., 1996; Fig- cryptic Wg transducing activity (Cox et al., 1999a, 1999b;
ures 3I and 3J), In addition, they fail to differentiate Tolwinski and Wieschaus, 2001). Both of these are
wing margin bristles. In contrast, armXM19 mutant clones based on the findings that membrane-targeted forms of
survive readily in wing discs in which membrane-tar- Arm can activate the Wg transduction pathway in armXM19
geted Arm is expressed in most or all cells; moreover, GLC embryos (in agreement with our present results),
such clones express Vg and can form margin bristles but fail to do so in GLC embryos for the arm043 or armXP33
(data not shown; see below and Figures 3K–3N). We mutations. These two mutations encode nearly identical
conclude that membrane-targeted Arm can transduce forms of Arm that lack the last two Arm repeats in addi-
Wg in both armXM19 GLC embryos and armXM19 wing cells. tion to the C-terminal domain elided in armXM19 (Peifer
Because we can detect nuclear accumulation of dual and Wieschaus, 1990; Tolwinski and Wieschaus, 2001).
targeted (MN) forms of Arm, which carry an active The failure of membrane-targeted Arm to activate Wg
NLS in addition to the myristoylation signal (Figure 2B; target genes in these embryos has been interpreted as
data not shown), we cannot rely on the myristoylation evidence that the last two Arm repeats confer a cryptic
signal to exclude membrane-targeted (MN) Flu-Arm transducing activity that is retained in ArmXM19 protein
from the nucleus. We therefore generated a derivative and can be induced by the expression of exogenous
of Arm designed to be irreversibly tethered, rather than membrane-targeted or -tethered forms of Arm. How-
targeted, to membranes, and hence excluded from the ever, we have repeated the key experiments described
nucleus. This “membrane-tethered” form of Arm, Sev- in these reports and obtained different results (Supple-
MN Flu-Arm, is composed of the extracellular and mental Figure S1 available at http://www.cell.com/cgi/
transmembrane domains of the receptor Tyrosine ki- content/full/111/2/265/DC1). Most incisively, we find
nase Sevenless (Sev) fused just upstream of MN Flu-
that membrane-targeted and -tethered forms of Arm can
Arm (Figure 1). Membrane-tethered Arm appears to be
activate the Wg pathway in arm043GLC embryos, even
strictly excluded from the nucleus when assayed by
though Arm043 protein lacks the Arm repeats which areboth immunological and functional techniques (data not
supposed to confer the cryptic transducing activity.shown; see below and Figure 4D). Further, it does not
Thus, it appears that membrane-tethered forms ofappear to accumulate in the nucleus even when it carries
Arm have an intrinsic capacity to transduce Wg andan active NLS signal (Sev-MN Flu-Arm; Figure 1; data
activate Wg target gene expression, even though theynot shown). Nevertheless, membrane-tethered Arm re-
cannot reach the nucleus.tains the capacity to transduce Wg in armXM19 GLC em-
bryos (Figures 3G and 3H) as well as in armXM19 clones
Addition of Transcriptional Activation orin the wing disc (Figures 3K–3N). We conclude that mem-
Repression Domains to Arm Does Notbrane-tethered Arm can rescue Wg transducing activity
Compromise Wg Signal Transductionin armXM19 mutant cells, even though it cannot enter the
As an independent test of whether -catenin directlynucleus and the only remaining, endogenous Arm
regulates transcriptional activation of Wg target genes,(ArmXM19) lacks intrinsic Wg transducing activity.
we examined whether the addition of well-characterizedA critical consideration in interpreting this result is
transcriptional activating or repressing domains to Armwhether the endogenous ArmXM19 protein retains any
alters its capacity to transduce Wg.cryptic transducing activity. If so, membrane-tethered
Three related forms of full-length Arm were generatedArm might confer Wg transducing ability by potentiating
(Figure 1). The first, Arm-Gal4, constitutes a control andthis cryptic activity. Aside from two notable exceptions
(considered below), previous studies have failed to de- consists of full-length Arm plus the DNA binding domain
Cell
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Figure 4. Wg Signal Transduction Is Not Altered by the Addition of Transcriptional Activating and Repressing Domains to Arm
(A–C) Expression of the Gal4 target gene UAS-lacZ in embryos in which heat shock is used to drive ubiquitous expression of Arm-Gal4
chimeras carrying the Gal4 DNA binding domain alone (A), or together with either the En transcriptional repressor domain (B) or the VP16
transcriptional activation domain (C). Moderate and high level expression is observed, respectively, in Arm-Gal4 and Arm-Gal4-VP16 embryos,
but not in Arm-Gal4-EnRep embryos even following multiple, severe heat shocks.
(E–H and J–M) All three forms of Arm-Gal4 protein appear equally capable of rescuing Wg signal transduction in armXM19 GLC embryos as
indicated by restored En expression (F–H, compare with E), as well as the formation of naked ventral cuticle, in hemizygous armYD35 embryos
derived from heterozygous females (K–M, compare with J; armYD35 embryos are marked by the presence of the twisted gastrulation (tsg)
mutation).
(D, I, and N) UAS-lacZ expression and suppression of ventral hairs in embryos expressing Sev-MN Arm-Gal4-VP16, a membrane-tethered
form of Arm-Gal4-VP16, under heat shock control. The addition of the membrane tether abolishes the capacity of Arm-Gal4-VP16 to activate
UAS-lacZ expression (D), even following multiple severe heat shocks. However, the tethered protein rescues Wg signal transduction in
armXM19 GLC embryos (I), as well as in hemizygous armYD35 embryos (N).
of the yeast transcription factor Gal4. In the remaining shock control, it activates moderate levels of expression
of UAS-lacZ in stripes of ectodermal cells, which strad-two forms, the Gal4 DNA binding domain is followed by
either the viral VP16 activator domain (Arm-Gal4-VP16) dle the normal stripes of Wg expressing cells in each
segment (Figure 4A; data not shown). Similar resultsor the Drosophila Engrailed (En) repressor domain (Arm-
Gal4-EnRep). Each form was then tested in embryos for were obtained with Arm-Gal4-VP16, except that the
UAS-lacZ response was more intense and widespread,its ability to (1) transcriptionally activate UAS-lacZ, a
Gal4 target gene, (2) ectopically activate or repress Wg with most or all ectodermal cells expressing the UAS-
lacZ gene at high level (Figure 4C). In contrast, no UAS-signal transduction in otherwise wild-type embryos, and
(3) transduce Wg signals in arm mutant embryos. lacZ expression was observed following expression of
the Arm-Gal4-EnRep protein, even following multiple,When Arm-Gal4 is expressed in embryos under heat
Wingless Transduction by Armadillo
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Figure 5. Functional Substitution of the C-Ter-
minal Domain of Arm
(A–J) En expression in arm XM19 GLC embryos
that express chimeric Flu-Arm and Pan pro-
teins in alternating segmental primordia un-
der the control of the prd-Gal4 transgene.
MN Flu-Arm, the canonical, untargeted
form of constitutively active Arm in this analy-
sis, maintains En expression in alternating
segmental primordia (A), whereas MN Flu-
Arm, which lacks the Arm C-terminal do-
main, does not (B). Addition of the VP16 acti-
vator domain in place of the Arm C-terminal
domain does not restore En expression (C),
even though its addition to otherwise intact
Pan does (D and E). In contrast, introduction
of either a functional membrane-targeting
signal (M) or a membrane tether (Sev) re-
stores En expression (F and G), as does re-
placement of the Arm C-terminal with that
of Pen (H). The ability of the Pen domain to
substitute functionally for the absence of the
Arm C-terminal domain depends on two amino
acids that are conserved in a small subdomain
that shows sequence homology between the
two C-terminal domains (K); mutation of these
amino acids in the Pen domain abolishes its
capacity to maintain En expression (I), as is
also the case for the corresponding muta-
tions in the Arm C-terminal domain (J).
(K) Sequences of the N-terminal portions of
the C-terminal domains of Arm and Pen, each
beginning just after the last Arm repeat,
showing a small sequence motif (EEAYEGL
and EEMGGL, respectively) which appears to
be partially conserved in mouse Importin1
and Importin2. The two conserved Glutamic
acid residues mutated to Aspartic acid resi-
dues in the MN Flu-Armm and MN Flu-
Arm-Penm proteins are indicated by “*”.
severe heat shocks (Figure 4B). We interpret these re- None appeared to perturb normal Wg signal transduc-
tion when expressed in otherwise wild-type embryos,sults as evidence that Arm-Gal4 protein has access to
the nucleus and is stabilized in response to Wg. These even following multiple, severe heat shocks: in particu-
lar, we failed to detect any change in En expression orfindings also indicate, as expected, that addition of the
VP16 domain enhances transcriptional activation medi- in the pattern of ventral hairs (data not shown). More
strikingly, all three appeared similarly capable of rescu-ated by Arm-Gal4, whereas the EnRep domain re-
presses it. ing Wg transduction when expressed in armXM19 GLC
embryos, as well as in embryos hemizygous for theDespite the distinct transcriptional regulatory proper-
ties of these proteins, all three behaved indistinguish- amorphic mutation armYD35, as monitored by restoration
of normal patterns of En expression (Figures 4F–4H) andably in terms of their effects on Wg signal transduction.
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naked cuticle (Figures 4K–4M; compare with Figures 4E (Figure 1) is expressed instead of wild-type Pan (Figure
5E; data not shown).and 4J).
We conclude that the ability of Arm to transduce Wg Thus, the VP16 activator domain can substitute for
the C-terminal domain of Arm when it is added directlyis not compromised by adding either a transcriptional
activation or repression domain. to Pan, but not when it is added directly to Arm. We
conclude that activation of Wg target genes depends on
binding by a Pan/activator complex, however, it appearsMembrane-Tethered Arm-Gal4-VP16 Does Not
that the Arm C-terminus does not provide the activator.Have Access to the Nucleus, but Can Transduce Wg
Indeed, the failure of the chimeric ArmVP16 proteinAlthough addition of the VP16 activator does not alter
to activate Wg target gene expression suggests thatthe normal Wg signal transducing capacity of Arm-Gal4,
Arm may not be present in the Pan/activator complex.it does dramatically enhance the ability of Arm-Gal4 to
transcriptionally activate the Gal4 target gene UAS-lacZ
and hence provides a sensitive assay for nuclear access Functional Substitution of the C-Terminal Domain
of Arm by Membrane Targeting or Tetheringof Arm. We have used this property to assess whether
tethering Arm to membranes by fusing it to the Sev If the C-terminal domain of Arm does not activate Wnt
target gene expression by providing a transcriptionalextracellular and transmembrane domains abolishes nu-
clear access. In contrast to the intense expression of activator, what is its role? One possibility, suggested by
our membrane targeting and tethering experiments, isthe UAS-lacZ gene in control embryos expressing un-
tethered Arm-Gal4-VP16 (Figure 4C), we did not observe that the C-terminal domain is required for Arm to export
another factor outside of the nucleus or to modify it inany UAS-lacZ expression in embryos expressing the
chimeric protein Sev-MN Flu-Arm-Gal4-VP16, even the cytoplasm. To test this, we generated N-terminally
truncated derivatives of Arm in which the C-terminalafter multiple, severe heat shocks (Figure 4D). Neverthe-
less, Sev-MN Flu-Arm-Gal4-VP16 retains Wg signal domain is deleted and either membrane targeting or
tethering domains are placed at the N terminus (MNtransducing capacity, as its expression in both armXM19
GLC embryos, as well as armYD35 hemizygous embryos, Flu-Arm and Sev-MN Flu-Arm; Figure 1; each
protein accumulates predominately outside of the nu-is sufficient to restore normal En expression and seg-
mental patterning (Figures 4I and 4N). Thus, tethering cleus, as observed for its Arm counterpart; data not
shown). We find that both forms of Arm rescue En ex-Arm to membranes using the Sev extracellular and trans-
membrane domains appears to exclude it from having pression and suppress ventral hair formation in armXM19
GLC embryos (Figures 5F and 5G; data not shown), inaccess to the nucleus. However, such tethered forms
of Arm retain Wg transducing activity. contrast to the untargeted form of this protein (MN
Flu-Arm), which does not (Figure 5B). Thus, mem-
brane targeting or tethering Arm bypasses the require-Substitution of the C-Terminal Domain of Arm
ment for the C-terminal domain in activating Wg targetby the VP16 Activation Domain
genes.As a last test of whether the C terminus of Arm acts as
an essential transcriptional activation domain within an
Arm/Pan complex, we asked whether the VP16 activator Functional Substitution of the C-Terminal Domain
of Arm by the C-Terminal Domain of Pendulindomain could functionally substitute for the C-terminal
domain of Arm when added directly either to Arm or Arm resembles Importin/Exportins in having a large cen-
tral domain composed of Arm repeats. In addition, ArmPan.
As described above, expression of untargeted forms contains a short amino acid motif in the N-terminal por-
tion of its C-terminal domain, which is conserved inof N-terminally truncated Arm (e.g., MN FluArm)
constitutively activates the Wg transduction pathway in the corresponding portion of Importin (Figure 5K). In
Importin, this motif appears to interact with the proteinotherwise wild-type embryos and wing imaginal discs
(Figures 1 and 2), as well as in armXM19 GLC embryos CAS to mediate nuclear export, an event which depends
on RanGTP hydrolysis and is necessary to recycle Im-(Figure 5A and data not shown). In contrast, expression
of a further deleted form, which also lacks the C-terminal portin for future rounds of nuclear import (reviewed
in Gorlich, 1998; Gorlich and Kutay, 1999; Conti anddomain (MN Flu-Arm; Figure 1), fails to activate the
Wg pathway in any of these contexts (Figure 5B and Izaurralde, 2001). To examine whether the C-terminal
domain of Arm might play a functionally equivalent roledata not shown), confirming that the C-terminal domain
is normally essential for activating Wg target genes. This in facilitating nuclear export, we generated an N-ter-
minally truncated derivative of Arm in which the C-ter-requirement cannot be met by adding the VP16 activator
domain to Arm in place of its normal C-terminal do- minal domain is replaced by the C-terminal domain of
Drosophila Importin, Pendulin (Pen) (Kussel andmain: expression of MN Flu-ArmVP16 (Figure 1)
did not rescue En expression or suppress ventral hairs Frasch, 1995). Expression of the resulting protein (MN
FluArm-Pen; Figure 1) in armXM19 GLC embryos res-in armXM19 GLC embryos (Figure 5C; data not shown).
In contrast, addition of the VP16 activator domain cues En expression and suppresses ventral hair forma-
tion (Figure 5H; data not shown). Thus, the C-terminaldirectly to Pan can functionally substitute for the ab-
sence of the C-terminal domain of Arm. Expression of domain of Pen can substitute functionally for that of
Arm.exogenous, wild-type Pan fails to rescue En expression
or suppress the differentiation of ventral hairs in armXM19 To test whether this functional substitution depends
on specific amino acids within the conserved motif ofGLC embryos (Figure 5D; data not shown). However,
rescue is observed when a chimeric Pan-VP16 protein the C terminus of Pen which normally mediate interac-
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Figure 6. Nuclear Depletion of Pan by Arm.
(A–D) Pan (Green), Wg (blue), and Extradenticle (Exd, Red) protein expression in a wild-type wing disc (Pan expression is visualized using an
antisera directed against the Pan C terminus; similar results were obtained using antisera directed against the Pan N terminus). The level of
Pan staining (A and C) appears reduced along the dorso-ventral compartment boundary, where Wg (B and C) is expressed in a thin stripe
running horizontally across the wing primordium (*). A similar reduction in Exd staining level occurs throughout the wing blade primordium,
where Exd is excluded from the nucleus, in contrast to the surrounding wing hinge primordium where it is localized predominantly in nuclei.
(E and F) A clone of pan cells in the prospective notum (arrow, F) demonstrating the specificity of the antisera directed against the C-terminal
domain of Pan; similar results were obtained using the antisera directed against the N-terminal domain of Pan. An adjacent twin spot,
homozygous for two copies of a rescuing Tubulin1-pan gene, is apparent as a patch of more intensely stained cells (arrow head, F; see
Experimental Methods). pan clones, like arm, arr, and fz fz2 mutant clones, survive for only a few cell generations in the wing blade primordium,
where Wg signal transduction is essential for Vg expression and maintainence of prospective wing fate. Thus, in this context, loss of Pan
function appears to cause a phenotype, which corresponds to that caused by loss of Wg signal transduction.
(G and H) Pan staining remains high along the D/V boundary in wgts/wgCX3 discs where Wg protein is expressed but not secreted at non-
permissive temperature.
(I–L) Reduced nuclear accumulation of Pan associated with clones that ectopically express Flu-tagged Neurotactin-Wg (Nrt-Flu-Wg; Red), a
membrane-tethered form of Wg, under C765-Gal4 control. A clone in the prospective wing blade (arrow, I) is shown at higher magnification
in (J and K). Note the reduced nuclear accumulation of Pan in Nrt-Flu-Wg expressing cells and their immediate, non-expressing neighbors
(shown at higher magnification in L and L’, the latter counterstained with Lamin (Blue) to outline nuclear membranes).
(M–O) Clones of cells that ectopically express membrane-targeted Flu-tagged Arm (MN Flu-Arm; Red; arrow in M) are associated with
a cell autonomous reduction in Pan nuclear accumulation.
tions with CAS, we expressed a mutated form of MN tion (Kutay et al., 1997; Herold et al., 1998) were changed
to Aspartic acid residues (Figure 5K). Expression of theFluArm-Pen protein in which two conserved Glu-
tamic acid residues which are essential for this interac- mutated protein (MN FluArm-Penm; Figure 1)
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does not rescue En expression or the formation of naked 1996), raising the possibility that the reduced Pan signal
is due to a dispersal of Pan from the nucleus to the restcuticle in armXM19 GLC embryos (Figure 5I; data not
shown). We also expressed a correspondingly mutated of the cell, rather than to degradation.
To address this, we examined the molecular conse-form of N-terminally truncated Arm, with the same two
amino acid substitutions in the Arm C-terminal domain quences of expressing membrane-targeted, constitu-
tively active Arm (MN FluArm). Ubiquitous expres-(MN FluArmm; Figures 1 and 5K). Expression of
this protein in armXM19 GLC embryos similarly failed to sion of MN FluArm throughout the wing disc
causes a general reduction in Pan immunofluorescentrescue En expression or naked cuticle (Figure 5J; data
not shown). Thus, the same two conserved amino acids, staining compared to wild-type discs in which most cells
receive low or no Wg signal and show abundant Panwhich mediate interactions between the C-terminal do-
main of Importin and CAS, are also required for the staining in nuclei (Figures 7B and 7C). However, we
cannot detect any change in the size or abundance ofactivation of Wg target gene expression by Arm.
Pan protein in such discs compared to wild-type control
discs, as assayed by Western blotting using antiseraArm Regulates the Subcellular Distribution of Pan
directed against either the N- or C-terminal portions ofTCF associates directly with -catenin and this associa-
Pan (Figure 7A). Thus, it appears that expression of thistion is essential for normal Wnt signal transduction (Beh-
constitutively active form of Arm alters the distributionrens et al., 1996; Brunner et al., 1997). Hence, our evi-
of Pan, rather than its abundance or integrity.dence that Arm activates the Wg pathway by exporting
Further support for this comes from comparing theanother factor from the nucleus or modifying it in the
effects of expressing this same form of Arm on two GFPcytoplasm raises the possibility that this factor is Pan
tagged forms of Pan, one containing intact Pan (Pan-itself. To test a possible role of Arm in exporting Pan,
GFP) and the other containing a truncated form of Panwe have assayed the subcellular distribution of Pan in
(Pan-GFP) lacking the N-terminal Arm interaction do-response to Wg signaling or to the expression of various
main (Figure 1). Pan-GFP, like endogenous Pan, is effi-exogenous forms of Arm.
ciently redistributed from the nucleus to the cell periph-Using polyclonal antisera directed against either the
ery, resulting in an apparent reduction in the GFP signalN-terminal or C-terminal portions of Pan, we find that
at low magnification (Figures 7D, 7E, 7H, and 7I) andPan is localized predominantly in nuclei in cells that
correlating with the induction of ectopic wing marginreceive little or no Wg, but appears to be expressed at
hairs and bristles in the adult (Figure 7L, L’). In contrast,lower levels in nuclei, and distributed more uniformly,
both the predominant nuclear distribution and abun-in cells that are exposed to high levels of Wg (Figure 6).
dance of Pan-GFP appears unchanged (Figures 7F,For example, in the wing imaginal disc, Pan nuclear
7G, 7J,and 7K) by coexpression of membrane-targetedabundance is reduced in prospective wing cells flanking
Arm, while induction of ectopic wing margin structuresthe D/V compartment boundary, a site of intense Wg
is suppressed (Figure 7M, M’). Thus, the constitutivesignaling, as well as in a band of prospective notum
transducing activity of membrane-targeted FluArmcells which also receive high levels of Wg (Figures 6A–
appears to correlate with its ability to sequester Pan6C). These reductions are not observed when Wg signal-
outside of the nucleus; truncated forms of Pan (Pan-ing is compromised (e.g., in wgts/wgCX3 discs shifted
GFP) which escape this redistribution dominantly re-to non-permissive temperature for 24 hr; Figures 6G and
press the pathway.6H). Conversely, such reductions are induced both by
ectopic Wg signaling (Figures 6I–6L, L’) and by the ex-
pression of constitutively active forms of Arm (Figures Discussion
6M–6O). Indeed, we have examined Pan expression in
clones of wing disc cells that express each of the deriva- Evidence Against the -Catenin /TCF
Transcription Factor Modeltives of Arm shown in Figure 1; without exception, we
find that all derivatives of Arm which appear to be It is generally believed that -catenin transduces Wnt
signals by combining with TCF to form a transcriptiontargeted outside of the nucleus by transmembrane teth-
ering, myristoylation, or the presence of either the Pen factor complex in which TCF binds Wnt target genes
and the C-terminal domain of -catenin activates theiror Arm C-terminal domain, and only these derivatives,
cause a cell-autonomous reduction in Pan nuclear signal expression. Our findings challenge this model.
One critical finding is our demonstration that mem-(Figures 6M–6O and data not shown). Thus, the ability
of N-terminally truncated forms of Arm to constitutively brane-tethered forms of Arm (Drosophila -catenin),
which are excluded from the nucleus, can still transduceactivate Wg target gene expression is strictly correlated
with their ability to deplete the nuclear abundance of Wg, even in arm mutant cells in which the endogenous
Arm lacks the C-terminal domain. This finding estab-Pan.
A simple explanation of the depletion of nuclear Pan lishes that Wg transduction does not require nuclear
entry or action of the Arm C-terminal domain, and henceby both Wg signaling and constitutively active forms of
Arm is degradation of the protein, which is consistent indicates this domain is not responsible for directly acti-
vating the transcription of Wg target genes bound bywith the general reduction in immunofluorescence in
responding cells (Figures 6I–6O). However, nuclear ex- Pan (Drosophila TCF). Corroborating this conclusion, we
show that the normal requirement for the Arm C-terminalport of at least one other transcription factor, Extraden-
ticle (Exd), is associated with a similar depletion of nu- domain cannot be satisfied by adding a heterologous
transcriptional activator domain (VP16) in its place, evenclear staining as well as an apparent general reduction
in fluorescent signal (Figure 6D; Mann and Abu-Shaar, though adding the VP16 activator directly to Pan is suf-
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Figure 7. Pan Abundance and Stability in Response to Expression of Membrane-Targeted Arm
(A) Western blot analysis of Pan obtained from wing discs which either do (lanes 2, 4, 6, and 8), or do not (lanes 1, 3, 5, and 7), express
membrane-targeted Flu-Arm (MN Flu-Arm) throughout the disc under control of the C765-Gal4 transgene. No change in abundance or
electrophoretic mobility is detected with antisera directed against either the N- or C-terminus of Pan (normalized to Lamin and Tubulin which
serve as internal controls).
(B and C) Pan staining in wing discs which either do (C), or do not (B), express MN Flu-Arm under C765-Gal4 control.
(D, E, H, and I) A clone of prospective wing cells expressing membrane-targeted Flu-Arm (MN Flu-Arm; Red) in a disc, which ubiquitously
expresses Pan-GFP (Green) under C765-Gal4 control; Pan-GFP is predominantly nuclear except when sequestered by MN Flu-Arm in
apparent association with cell membranes.
(F, G, J, and K) A clone of prospective wing cells expressing membrane-targeted Flu-Arm (MN Flu-Arm; Red) in a disc, which ubiquitously
expresses Pan-GFP (Green), which lacks the N-terminal domain responsible for interactions with Arm.
(L and M) Adult wings derived from Pan-GFP (L) or Pan-GFP (M) expressing discs that contain clones of cells, which coexpress MN Flu-
Arm (marked with yellow, which effects bristle color). Pan-GFP expression modestly inhibits wing growth, but has little if any effect on
ectopic margin bristle and hair differentation caused by MN Flu-Arm expressing clones (arrowhead in L’ points to a cluster of ectopic
double row hairs, marked with yellow; arrow points to more darkly pigmented wild-type bristles). In contrast, Pan-GFP severely inhibits wing
growth, as well as the ectopic differentiation of wing margin structures by MN Flu-Arm expressing cells (note the formation of only single,
isolated yellow bristles, arrowhead in M’).
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Figure 8. Nuclear Export and Cytosolic Acti-
vation Models for Wg Signal Transduction by
Arm
(A and B) Nuclear export model.
(A) In the absence of Wg, cytosolic Arm is
targeted for degradation by the Axin/APC/
GSK3 complex (X) and both repressor (R) and
activator (A) forms of Pan accumulate in the
nucleus, where the repressor form predomi-
nates and blocks transcription of Wg target
genes.
(B) In the presence of Wg, activation of Fz
receptors allows Arm to escape targeting by
the Axin/APC/GSK3 complex and Arm accu-
mulates in the cytoplasm and nucleus. In the
nucleus, Arm binds selectively to the repres-
sor form of Pan and mediates its export from
the nucleus at a rate that exceeds that of its
import. As a consequence, the repressor form
is depleted from the nucleus, and the re-
maining activator form activates transcription
of Wg target genes.
(C and D) Cytosolic activation model.
(C) In the absence of Wg, cytosolic Arm is
degraded (X) and Pan exists predominantly
or exclusively in the repressor form, blocking
Wg target gene expression.
(D) In the presence of Wg, Arm accumulates in the cytoplasm where it acts to convert the repressor form of Pan into an activator form,
allowing Pan to activate Wg target genes upon its return to the nucleus.
ficent to bypass this requirement. Further, we find that transducers regulate target gene expression by different
mechanisms.the ability of Arm to transduce Wg is not affected by
adding either the VP16 domain or a heterologous tran-
scriptional repressor domain (EnRep) directly to intact Alternative Models for Wg Transduction by Arm
Arm. Finally, we show that targeting or tethering Arm If Arm does not activate Wg target genes by contributing
outside of the nucleus enhances its ability to activate to an Arm/Pan transcription factor complex, how does
Wg target genes, whereas targeting Arm into the nucleus it transduce Wg? In our analysis of the role of the Arm
suppresses its ability to do so. Thus, activation of Wg C-terminal domain, we find that the normal requirement
target genes appears to require the movement or accu- for this domain in Wg transduction can be bypassed by
mulation of Arm outside of the nucleus, rather than its targeting or tethering the remainder of Arm outside of
direct regulation of transcription within. the nucleus. Because Arm must bind Pan in order to
transduce Wg (Behrens et al., 1996; Brunner et al., 1997),
alternative models are that Arm transduces Wg by ex-Comparing the Arm/Pan and Notch/Su(H)
porting Pan from the nucleus or by mediating its activa-Transcription Factor Models
tion in the cytoplasm (Figure 8).Signal transduction by the transmembrane receptor
Notch occurs by a mechanism analogous to that pro-
posed in the Arm/Pan transcription factor model (re- Nuclear Export Model
In the nuclear export model (Figures 8A and 8B), Panviewed in Greenwald, 1998): in both cases, ligand in-
duces import of a transcriptional activating domain (the exists in distinct activator and repressor forms that com-
pete for the control of Wg target gene expression. InNotch intracellular domain or Arm) into the nucleus
where it combines with a DNA binding protein (Suppres- the absence of Wg, Arm would be destabilized, the acti-
vator/repressor ratio in the nucleus would be low, andsor of Hairless [Su(H)] or Pan) to activate target gene
expression. The methods used here to manipulate the as a consequence, Wg target genes would be off. In
contrast, Wg signaling would stabilize Arm, allowing itsubcellular localization of Arm and to assess its role in
transcriptional regulation by adding known activator or to accumulate and drive the selective export of the Pan
repressor out of the nucleus. As a consequence, therepressor domains are essentially identical to those
used previously to validate the Notch/Su(H) transcrip- activator/repressor ratio within the nucleus would rise,
leading to the transcription of Wg target genes.tion factor model (Kidd et al., 1998; Lecourtois and
Schweisguth, 1998; Struhl and Adachi, 1998). Strikingly, In support of this model, we show that the C-terminal
domain of Arm, which is essential for Wg transduction,the results of our experiments with Arm are opposite to
those obtained for Notch in every instance. If Arm plays can be functionally replaced by that of Pen (Drosophila
Importin1), which includes a motif conserved in Im-an analogous role to the Notch intracellular domain, one
would expect that applying the same experimental tests portin/Exportins and required to mediate the export step
of the Importin1 import/export cycle. The function ofshould yield similar results. Hence, our finding that the
same tests yield opposite results suggests that the two this motif depends on two amino acids that mediate
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interactions with the export factor CAS (Kutay et al., et al., 1998). Our Western blotting analysis indicates that
Wg signaling does not induce a gross change in the size1997; Herold et al., 1998); these amino acids are con-
served in the C-terminal domain of Arm and are required or abundance of Pan. Hence, we suggest that activator
and repressor forms of Pan might differ in their associa-both in Arm-Pen chimeras and in Arm to activate Wg
target gene expression. tions with other factors.
Transcriptional regulation by TCFs appears to beAn export mechanism is also supported by our obser-
vation that Wg target gene expression induced by Wg modulated by associations with both corepressors and
coactivators (reviewed in Korswagen and Clevers,signaling, or by the expression of any of the forms of
constitutively active Arm we have generated, is associ- 1999). Hence, transcription of any given Wnt target gene
might depend on the action of a TCF activator complex,ated with a depletion of nuclear Pan. A similar correlation
has also been reported in C. elegans, where Wnt signal- removal of a TCF repressor complex, or both. In Dro-
sophila, loss-of-function mutations in pan cause a phe-ing is associated with a depletion of nuclear TCF (Pop-1)
that depends on -catenin (Wrm-1) (Lin et al., 1995, notype similar to that of loss-of-function mutations in
arm or wg (Brunner et al., 1997; van de Wetering et al.,1998). These observations fit a simple form of the nuclear
export model in which the Pan activator/repressor ratio 1997; Figures 6E and 6F). Consequently, we infer that
Pan is generally required for the activation of Wg targetwithin a cell is fixed and relatively low. Accordingly,
Wg signaling would activate target gene expression by genes in response to signal, rather than for their repres-
sion in the absence of signal. However, reductions inselectively depleting the majority species, the repressor,
from the nucleus leaving behind the minority species, TCF function can lead to derepression of at least some
Wnt target genes in Drosophila as well as in other sys-the activator, which now predominates and activates
Wg target genes. tems (Cavallo et al., 1998; Roose et al., 1998; reviewed
in Korswagen and Clevers, 1999). Indeed, in C. elegans,We note that the putative CAS interaction domain we
have identified in Arm does not appear to be present loss of function of the TCF homolog Pop-1 causes a
phenotype which is virtually reciprocal to that causedin the C-terminal domains of vertebrate or C-elegans
-catenins (Polakis, 1999). Hence, if the nuclear export by loss of function of the Arm homolog Wrm-1 (Roche-
leau et al., 1997; Lin et al., 1998). Thus, for at leastmodel is generally valid, one would have to argue that
this motif is subsumed in these other systems by another some genes in Drosophila, and apparently for most in
C. elegans, Wnt signaling may activate transcription byprotein which forms part of the putative -catenin/CAS/
cargo complex. alleviating repression by TCF.
Cytosolic Activation Model Challenges to the Nuclear Export and Cytosolic
Despite the structural and functional homologies be- Activation Models
tween Arm and Pen, which make a nuclear export model According to the nuclear export model, Arm should be
attractive, our results also provide a strong correlation required to enter the nucleus in order to export the Pan
between the accumulation of Arm outside of the nucleus repressor. However, membrane-tethered forms of Arm
and the activation of Wg target genes within. Thus, an can transduce Wg, even though they cannot gain access
alternative model is that Arm acts outside of the nucleus, to the nucleus. We suggest that the Pan repressor nor-
possibly at distinct cytosolic sites, to convert Pan from mally exits the nucleus at a low, basal rate, irrespective
a repressor form to an activator form (Figures 8C and of the Wg-induced export activity of Arm (Figure 8A). In
8D). In contrast to the nuclear export model, the Pan the absence of Wg signaling, the rate of nuclear import
activator/repressor ratio would be controlled by would normally exceed this rate of efflux, leading to
changes in the nature of the Pan transcription factor the accumulation of the Pan-repressor in the nucleus.
complex rather than by changes in the subcellular distri- However, membrane-tethered forms of Arm would po-
bution of its different forms. Our present results do not tentially bind and retain any repressor forms of Pan
allow us to distinguish these two classes of models. which they encounter in the cytosol, shifting the steady
Indeed, both mechanisms might normally operate, state equilibrium and resulting in the depletion of the
allowing Arm to control target gene expression by regu- Pan repressor from the nucleus. As a consequence,
lating the subcellular distribution as well as the state of membrane-tethered forms of Arm might activate Wg
Pan. target genes by a cytosolic retention mechanism, by-
passing the normal requirement for Arm to enter the
nucleus to export repressor forms of Pan.Activator and Repressor Forms of Pan
Both the Hedgehog (Hh) as well as the Notch signaling Because the nuclear export and cytosolic activation
models require Arm to activate Wg target genes by mov-pathways provide precedents for transduction mecha-
nisms which depend on regulated changes in the ratio of ing or acting outside of the nucleus, one might expect
Arm to accumulate in the cytoplasm in response to Wg.activator and repressor forms of a common transcription
factor, Cubitus interruptus (Ci) in the Hh pathway (Aza- However, activation of the Wnt signaling pathway in
some contexts, such as in vertebrate skin or limbs, orBlanc et al., 1997; Methot and Basler, 1999), and Su(H)
in the Notch pathway (Hsieh and Hayward, 1995; Morel in mammalian cells lacking APC activity, is associated
instead with a dramatic accumulation of-catenin insideand Schweisguth, 2000). For Ci, the repressor is a trun-
cated form of the activator. In contrast, activator and the nucleus (Neufeld et al., 2000; Rosin-Arbesfeld et al.,
2000). We suggest that one cannot infer the mechanismrepressor forms of Su(H) differ in the constellation of
associated proteins (the Notch intracellular domain ver- by which -catenin transduces Wnts merely by assaying
its predominant subcellular distribution in respondingsus the SMART/HDAC complex; Hsieh et al., 1996; Kao
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cells. Instead, it is necessary to assay the redistribution to enter the nucleus and form a productive activator
complex with Pan.or change in state of the relevant target proteins, particu-
larly TCFs. Accordingly, the subcellular distribution of As the issue of the intrinsic activity of membrane-
tethered Arm cannot be resolved unambiguously with--catenin may be no more revealing than that of Ci
or the Notch intracellular domain, both of which are out performing the experiment in an arm null back-
ground, perhaps the best evidence against alternativelocalized predominantly outside of the nucleus even as
small amounts of these proteins transduce signals Arm/Pan transcription factor models in which the Arm-
repeat domain provides the activator is our finding thatwithin.
Our results demonstrate that the Arm C-terminal do- Wg target gene expression is not altered by adding
either the VP16 activator or the En repressor domainmain, the proposed activator, is not essential for the
transcription of Wg target genes, thereby rendering a directly to Arm. These observations indicate either that
Arm is not part of the nuclear Pan/transcription factorkey feature of the conventional model untenable. How-
ever, it is possible to invoke a direct role for Arm in complex, or that these domains cannot function properly
within this context when fused to Arm.transcriptional activation if the Arm-repeat domain, in-
stead of the C-terminal domain, can recruit transcrip- Given the wealth of experimental findings relating
-catenin to Wnt signal transduction as well as the manytional co-activators. Recently, several proteins have
been found to bind to the Arm-repeat domain, including unknowns about the remaining components of the
transduction mechanism, it is likely that none of theLegless (Lgs), Pygopus (Pygo), Pontin52 (Pont), and
Reptin52 (Rept), all of which have been proposed to be present models will readily explain all of the existing
observations. Such discrepancies should provide theinvolved in transcriptional activation by Pan via their
interaction with Arm (Bauer et al., 2000; Kramps et al., grounds for further, more incisive experimental tests,
which will either validate or refute these models.2002; Parker et al., 2002; Thompson et al., 2002). Hence,
one could envision models in which targeting or teth-
Experimental Methodsering Arm outside of the nucleus by the C-terminal do-
main might be required to assemble a productive com-
Chimeric Arm and Pan Proteins
plex of Pan with these other proteins. As a component Coding sequences for chimeric Arm and Pan proteins (Figure 1)
of this complex, Arm might then enter the nucleus and were constructed from precursors described previously (see Zecca
participate in activating Wg target genes. et al., 1996; Struhl and Adachi, 1998 for the active and inactive forms
of the myristoylation and nuclear localization signals, the Sev-MA definitive test of whether Arm must normally enter
membrane tether, and the Gal4, Gal4-VP16, and Gal4-EnRep do-the nucleus and act directly to regulate Wg target genes
mains). A list of the sequences at the joins between different do-would be to determine whether membrane-tethered Arm
mains follows (the joins are indicated by “/”; additional amino acids
can activate Wg target genes in cells that are devoid of generated at the joins are indicated in lower case): Flu/Arm 
endogenous Arm. Unfortunately, Arm is also required PDYAG/gf/MSYM, Arm/Gal4  DTDC/gf/LSS, Arm/VP16 
RLSI/kspppkl/VQD, Arm/NLS  DTDC/gf/PPK, Arm/Pen  RLSI/for normal adherens junction function, via interactions
fm/FALAKE, Pan/VP16  SVS/kspppkl/VQD, and Pan/GFPSVS/with E-Cadherin and -Catenin, and we have not yet
yyksts/M.succeeded in generating a membrane-tethered form of
Arm which is both excluded from nuclei and capable of
Expression of Chimeric Proteins
rescuing this additional function. Given this limitation, Coding sequences of all of the chimeric proteins, except for the
we have relied primarily on assaying the intrinsic activity Arm-Gal4 chimeras, were introduced as UAS CD2, y  chimera
of membrane-tethered forms of Arm in armXM19 mutant transgenes, and the CD2, y  Flp-out cassette was removed
either in the germ-line, or in clones of cells, depending on the experi-cells, in which the endogenous protein lacks the C termi-
ment; the Arm-Gal4 chimeras were introduced as hsp70  CD2,nus. We and others have failed to detect any evidence
y chimera transgenes and the Flp-out cassette was subsequentlythat ArmXM19 retains residual transducing activity in re-
removed in the germ-line (see Zecca et al., 1996; Struhl and Adachi,
sponse to conventional inducing conditions such as Wg 1998). Different Gal4 “drivers” were used to express the UAS trans-
signaling, loss of GSK-3 activity, or N-terminal trunca- genes, depending on the experiment: arm-Gal4 drives ubiquitious
tion. In this background, membrane-tethered Arm can expression in embryos, prd-Gal4 drives a “pair-rule” pattern of ex-
pression in alternating segmental primordia in embryos, C765-Gal4transduce Wg, supporting the view that the Arm-repeat
drives ubiquitous expression in the wing disc, and MS1096-Gal4domain does not have to reach the nucleus to activate
drives expression in the wing primordium within the wing disc (seeWg target genes. However, it has been suggested that
Figure Legends; for the experiments involving overexpression of Flu-
exogenous, membrane-targeted Arm might displace the ArmXM19 and Flu-ArmXM19, prd-Gal4 and MS1096-Gal4 were used,
endogenous ArmXM19 from a limited set of membrane respectively, to drive expression in embryos and wing discs). In all
anchoring sites where it would otherwise be seques- experiments, embryos or cells of the correct genotype were identi-
fied by unambiguous markers, such as the expression of the chime-tered, driving it to enter the nucleus and form a transcrip-
ric protein (using antisera directed against Flu, Arm, Gal4, or Pan,tional activator factor complex with Pan (Towlinski and
or by GFP staining), the absence of balancer chromosomes carryingWieschaus, 2001). To address this possibility, we as-
ftz-lacZ transgenes, the presence of the tsg mutation, or the yellow
sayed the activity of membrane-tethered Arm in arm043 cuticle marker, as previously described (see Zecca et al., 1996;
mutant cells in which the endogenous Arm is more sev- Struhl and Adachi, 1998). Use of the prd-Gal4 driver to drive UAS-
chimera expression in alternating segmental primordia in embryoserly truncated, lacking the last two Arm-repeats as well
facilitated analysis, as the lack of expression in the remaining pri-as the C terminus. Although the mutant cells are se-
mordia serves as an internal negative control.verely compromised for viability, we could nevertheless
observe that membrane-tethered Arm can transduce
Microscopy, Antibody Staining, and Western
Wg in this background. Hence, to salvage an Arm/Pan Blotting Analysis
transcription factor model, one would have to argue Conventional techniques were used for fixation and antibody stain-
ing as previously described, using (1) mouse antisera directedthat membrane-targeted Arm can drive Arm043 protein
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against En, Flu, and Arm (Zecca et al., 1996), (2) rabbit antisera engrailed gene expression during Drosophila embryogenesis. Na-
ture 332, 604–609.directed against N terminus of Pan, -Galactosidase, and Lamin
(Lin and Fisher, 1990), (3) Guinea pig antisera directed against the Gorlich, D. (1998). Transport into and out of the cell nucleus. EMBO
C terminus of Pan and (4) appropriate FITC, Cy3, HRP, and Cy5 J. 17, 2721–2727.
conjugated secondary antisera (as in Zecca et al., 1996; Struhl and
Gorlich, D., and Kutay, U. (1999). Transport between the cell nucleus
Adachi, 1998). Polyclonal antisera directed against the N-terminal
and the cytoplasm. Annu. Rev. Cell Dev. Biol. 15, 607–660.
137 amino acids and C-terminal 202 amino acids of Pan were ob-
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